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THE MAGNETSYSTEM OF THE TSR 

D. Kr;imer. B. Holzer E. Jacschke, W Ott. R Rrl>no~r 

Max-Planck-Institut Fiir Kernphysik Heidelberg 
Postfach 103980, D-f1000 ljeidelberg. West German? 

The heavy ion test storage ring TSR f I 1 is an rxpc-- 
rimental facility for accrlerator. atomic and nuclear phj- 
sits studies at the Heidelberg MPI. The machine is de- 
signed for tI1 beams of up to 30 MeV/u at a charge to 
mass ratio of q/A q 0.5. corresponding to a magnetic 
rigidity of Bp =I.5 Tm 

The main magnet system is composed of 8 dipole and 
20 quadrupole magnets. The jokes are fabricated from 
stamped laminations I mm in thickness. The dipole mag- 
nets have a gap of 80 mm in bight while the core 
length is H80mm. the cross section being of C-type. The 
quadrupole magnets with bore radius of R = 100 mm and 
core length of 250mm are laminated as well. The poles 
are of hyperbolic shape. 

Field properties of all these magnets have been de- 
termined b> using temperature stabilized Hall probes 
while multipole analysis was performed b> a Morgan co11 
I 21. 

First test in May 1088 resulted in storage of a “C(‘+ 
beam of 73.3 Me\’ The beam lifetime ( I/e ) of GO s was 
limited by the vacuum of -IO-’ mbar at that time. 

Introduction 

At the MPI construction of a heav: ion storage [ring Has 
started in 1085. Utilizing electron cooling and laser cooling 
for phase space compression, the ring will store HI beams 
with extreme IOIC emittance and energ? spread Thus being 
essential for atomic physics rkperlmcnts as tieI as sear--- 
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Fig. 1 Layout of the heav) ion storage ring TSR Hith its 
main components. The labels dcs~gnatt-, AhlX tli- 
pole magnets, QDX. QFX quadrupc~le maRnets. 
SDX. SFX se\tupole lenses. MSX magnetic- svpta. 
ELI electrostatic septum 

thing for collective phenomena in the beam as L-ristalli7ati- 
on [ 3 I. Thv rlrlg ih of a I‘OUI. foltl s:mlnrt~-?. lig. I. -lht, 
lattice being of a FP = ODFBFBFDO t)prB with two 
antisymmctrlc focussing periods 1.1’ terming ontk out cii t.\\,l 
superperiods This unconventional lattice structure alIons 
for .I long straight sections of 52 m eath 111 the compact 
geometry of the 55.4 m circumferellcc of’ the ring. This 
free space is devoted to the injection components and d rll 
cavlt> as well as fur the electron cooler and experimental 
area. 

In the present paper the main magnets of the ‘TSR 41-e 
descrlbcd and the results of magnetic- field mt=asurrmc~nts 
arc presented 

Magnets for TSR 

The main ring magnets of thv I‘SK dlt’ 8 d!polt, and 20 
quadrupole magnets. The required usefull apertut-rx for the 
ring magnets is t? picall) 200 \ ii mm2 in the bending 
magnets as well as in the focussing quadrupoles The 
reason for that IJI-ge apertures is to IrealiLe multi ch,~~-gca 
state mode of operation that IS sty;;n of ions in dlffcrrnt 
charge states simultaniousl) ( e.g JFS+to127,17. I in the 
ring. Aperture raqtrlrement for normal operation is much 
relaxed - even when low intensit! beams have to be arcw 
mulated 1, combined stacking into transkersat d fl d IOli- 
gitudinal phase spare ( multiturn injw.tion anti 1-f stacklnp, i 

Fig 2 T-SK dll~~)lc~ mdgnrl after installation Into the [ring 
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These conditions determtnc the gap in the dipoles to be 
80 mm tahing into account additional s ace 
chamber- and thermal insulation for 300’ P 

for vacuum 
C bake out of 

the machine essential to obtain UIiV i I’ L lo-” mbar j in 
the TSR. This vacuum being necessary to achieve adequate 
storage trmes even for partially stripped HI beams 

As the ring is designed to change beam energy at an 
rate of dB/dt = 0 10 T/s for the dipoles the yokes are ma- 
de 01 stamped laminated steel of 1 mm thickness to reduce 
eddy current effects The steel used is of V1100-1tKjA qua- 
lity insulated with an epoxy resin Stabolit 70 [ 11. The Id- 

minations are of C-shape to have access to the beam even 
in the gap. 

‘The large sagitta of 875 mm is resulting from the 
small bendrng radius of p= 115 m. Although this value is 
reduced bv about ‘J mm due to the integral effect of the 
long ranging fringe fields the pole width gets very large 
for a bo\ magnet. Therefore the yokes were manufactured 
with a radius of curvature equal to Q. Figure 2 shows a 
photograph of a TSR dipole magnet after installatron in the 
ring. 

The plane parallel poles of the magnet are without any 
shims The pole width is 520 mm to ensure homogeneity 
AB/B < +/- 2~10-~ perpendicular to the beam’s orbit in 
order to achieve small betatron amplitudes ( Ax c 2mm) 
due to field errors of the magnet. The pole eLA?aare sha- 
ped according to Rogowsh,i’s profile [ 5 ] by approxlma- 
ting the exponential by six straight cuts. The shape of this 
shim was determined by the use of the computer code 
POISSON L 0 I. 

A TSR quadrupole magnet is shown in figure 3. The 
lenses are “figure of eight” type. The yoke is made from 
250 1 mm thick laminations completely glued, giving a me- 
chanical stable solution to the four quarters, which are 
clamped together 

The pole shoes are shaped according to a pure hy.perbo- 
la, the pole width is 122 mm. the aperture radius R = 
100 mm. 

I-1g .?, ~uatlrupole magnet in thr heavy ion tr>st storagr’ 
r,ng 

To ensure a +I- IO0 mm flat region of effective length of 
the quadrupole magnet a roll off profile is applied to the 
pole ends consisting of a 1S mm cut of 45’ with respect 
of the beam axis. 

Though there are five individual families in the TSR all 
quads are made identical in shape in order to reduce the 
costs having a common maximum gradient of 7 T/m. 

Field Measurements of Magnets 

For measuring the radial field of a TSR dipole a computer 
controlled x-y table was used allowing to cover an area of 
2 * 1 m2 thus giving the possibility to map a complete 
magnet including the fringe fields. For field mapping an 
InAs Hall probe t Siemens SBV W-S1 1 was used which 
was temperature stabilized within AT < +/- 0.3O C The 
absolute calibration of the system was done comparing the 
Hall probe to a NMR yielding an overall accuracy of 
AB I’ 0.5 G. 

In Fig. 4 a field map is displayed as was taken with this 
device. Integrating of the field along the particle trajectory 
allowed to determine the deflecting strength of the dipo- 
les. For different trajectories parallel to the central orbit 
in the magnet’s midplane the integrated field is plotted in 
Fig. 5. Due to the fringe field structure the deflecting 
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Fig 4 Field map of a complete TSR dipole magnet 
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Fig. 5 I)rflcction strength of a dipole magnet at midplane 
r denotes the distance to the central orbit 



strenght shows a quadrupole and a sextupole contribution. 
These multipoles can be compensated by retuning the 
equivalent ring magnets. The resulting field errors are due 
to the multipoles N ’ 3 amounting to a variation of 
the effective length at Full horizontal aperture of 
Al/l = +/- 3.5 * IO-” 

The field gradient of the quadrupole magnets was measured 
by using a differential Hall probe. In figure 6 a map of the 
gradient distribution along the horizontal s> mmetr? plane 
is shown. Integration of the gradient resulted in a flat 
radial distribution of the field gradient, figure 7 The 
quadrupole strength is uniform within 0,1 % for a usefull 
aperture of +/- 100 mm. 
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Fig. 6 Map of gradient distribution of a TSR quadrupole 
magnet. 

Investigation of the multipole content N , 2 was performed 
using a Morgan coil which allow,ed to measure up to dode- 
capole. Table 1 gives typical values for the multipole coef- 
ficients aN, 2 ( N c 7 EspecialI) the sektupole components 
which ma) be attributed to mechanical tolerances are less 
than 0.003 m-’ compared to the quadrupole coefficient a7 
The multipole coefficients are fairly constant for all levers 
of exitation. 
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Fig. ? Integrated gradient at horizontal position \ 
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Harmonic coefficients aN normalized to the quadrupole co- 
efficient aZ measured at an excitation of SO0 A.corrrspond- 
ing to a gradient of 5 T/m. 

as/a, Cm-’ I ad/a, (ni” J as/a, (Ill-:’ 1 a,%/a? (m-4 j 

1.02 * 1(J3 2.54 + lo-’ I ix * lo-’ I.14 

For determination of the relative deviation of the focussing 
strenght kL among the 20 magnets the rms value of the 
quadrupole signal was measured The corresponding variati- 
on in effective magnetic length is plotted in Figure 8. The 
magnets are identical within +/- 0.12 %. 8) proper selection 
to the 5 quadrupole families the variation is further redu- 
ced to a value of +/- 2 * 1Om5. 
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Fig.8 Relative variation of magnetic length for the indivi- 
dual 20 TSR quadrupole lenses 
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